WHY DRUMMING WILL IMPROVE
YOUR RIDING

You did read
it right.
Does that
make you
smile? I'm
sure you are
thinking,
"How does
drumming
relate to
riding?".
Actually, it does and I can affirm that practicing
some basic rhythm with a pair of drumsticks
can improve your riding.
Let me clarify.
Everything started during a Lightness clinic when teaching the separation of the
aids (hands without legs, legs without hands, legs without seat etc..) and the timing
of the aids to a group of riders. I was explaining that they have to keep their hands
synchronized with the horses fore legs lifting from the ground and they have to
synchronize their legs with the lifting of the horse's hind legs. It is easy to
understand but not easy to do. More when a horse has several gaits, which are in
2,3 and 4 beats. More also when we work with different cadences depending the
movement we are doing on the horse and even more when the horse changes
slightly the rhythm or combination during side movements and pirouettes.

"The only other activity that I know, which
requires to have such precision,
synchronization and independency of each
hand and leg is drumming!"
I was trying to explain to my students that they have to be able to do something, for
example, with their left hand while the right hand could be doing something
different, while the left leg will a fraction of second later do something different and
so one with the right leg and the seat. I said almost instinctively, without really
thinking about it, "The only other activity that I know, which requires to have such
precision, synchronization and independency of each hand and leg is drumming! ",
which of course made many of them smile.

Then I tried to develop as many eyes
while they were open. "Drummers
when performing a rhythm, combine
several drums: snare drum, toms and
cymbals. They combine their feet on
pedals on 1 or 2 base drums or hi-hat.
A drummer needs to have the same
independence between their hands
and legs that a rider will have to have
in order to perfect timing in his aids".
After that, I went back to a more
equestrian classical way to explain and
practice our exercises.
Drummers when
performing a rhythm,
combine several
drums: snare drum,
toms and cymbals.
They combine their
feet on pedals on 1
or 2 base drums or
hi-hat etc.
Left: the configuration
of this drum kits
include 5 pedals and
2 base drums.

So my idea was born and almost dead too
as I didn't get any feed back from the riders that could have even a bit motivating
for me to proceed thinking and developing the idea.
It was only on my flight back home when my mind was lost looking the horizon out
the airplane window, that I realized that the comparison with drummers and
drumming could be a great idea to improve the rider's timing and independence of
their hands, legs and seat.

Being a musician mysefl and having in the past had some sporadic experiences
seated on the stool behind a drum, I knew a "beat" what I wanted for my students.
I'm not a drummer at all, but I can perform some basic rhythms, and I believe I can
have total independence between my hands and legs and all together, even more
talking at the same time or having another additional process at the same time.
Because let's be clear: the relationship between the aids being independent and
drumming is the

NUMBER OF PROCESSES THAT YOU BRAIN
CAN HANDLE IN PARALLEL.
How many parallel processes for riding
could you need in your head? Let's
keep this simple. For example, let's
imagine a rider performing a complex
movement during a lesson with his
instructor. While performing the
complex movement and just focusing
on what the rider needs to handle in his
head, he or she will need to handle
timing and independence of her left
hand, right hand, left leg, right leg, seat
(to keep it simple) and in addition to all
that to listen the instructor. There are
of course many more but they are not
important right now for my explanation.
This is already 4 for the hands and legs, 5 with the seat and 6 for listening the
instructor. At least 6 parallel, or close parallel processes in your head to have a
good timing, optimization and independency of the aids. Not sure a drummer needs
that many. This is like watching tv, while texting to your husband that is late "again",
while talking on the phone with someone else, listening your kid complain about his
sister and trying to keep your dog under control during the most critical and delicate
phase of the meal you are cooking for your friends coming for dinner tonight ....
Hard to do at the same time.

we can train to develop and increase the
number of processes in parallel.
I think you got the point. I believe we can train to develop and increase the number
of processes in parallel that a rider could need to handle in his brain to be a good
rider. You can get all of this in a simple, easy and fun way for $ 10, the cost of a
pair of drumsticks.

It was only several weeks later that I gave the first
lesson of rhythm and drumming to a group of my
good riding students from Arizona, crazy and
curious enough to follow me with this idea.
No horses involved just seated on a chair,
drumming with our drumsticks on our legs and
hitting the ground with our feet, implementing
gradually the number of parallel processes until
completing a basic drum rhythm 4/4 where the
right hand beat each beat while the left every 4,
while the right leg on the first and double 4 beats later and finally the left leg on the
4th too. Some of them even complained days later that they got bruises on their
legs. All that to tell you it was very rudimentary.

However very interesting and here is what we
observed:

Most of the participants can handle 2 processes
in parallel. For example, the left and right hand or
the left and right leg but not hands and legs.
Going from 2 to 3 processes did really require
from them to focus for a while. Probably half of
the participants did get it after a while. However
for the rest of them, it took more practice. A week
or two later all of them where able to handle the 3
processes in parallel.
After that, we tried the 4th process. It was a bit
difficult, but curiously after they strived to get the
3rd, it took them significantly less time to be able
to add the 4th. I believe suddenly they knew how
to proceed and connect in their mind how to implement one more process.
Interesting, isn't it?
A lesson after or so we were ready to add one more. While drumming with their
hands, (drumsticks) and feet I asked them to talk. It was really funny as none, none
of them could keep the rhythm and talk at the same time. For the ones that did the
best, they were barely talking on each 4th or 1st beat, kind of ... My....Name....Is.....
(And a couple couldn't even remember their name. It was very funny. This last
exercise of talking while keeping the rhythm was apparently very challenging for
them. It is true: it is very difficult first to be able to have your brain focusing on what
you are saying or singing while continuing to drum. All the musicians know this.
When learning to play guitar, piano or drums for example and trying to sing at the
same time it requires a lot of work in the brain first for the musician to master this
skill. So unfortunately we reached a plateau with this exercise for a while. Some of
them have mastered this exercise now, some are still trying.

How this will translate into the riding?
Here’s what I can tell you so far based on my experience, which is still very new,
based on a couple of groups of riders:
For the more inexperienced riders, it did make a very big difference in their riding,
in only a week or two. It was really visible that their timing improved dramatically
and the independence of their aids too. Their horses where immediately performing
better.
For the experience riders, I saw the difference too but the difference was not as
big as the more green riders. However when they need to get synchronized better
with their horses while performing a complex movement, it is easier for them and
they could get synchronized quicker.
I saw also the difference regardless their level, between those who did practice at
home and came to the following lessons and those who didn't. What certainly
means that you need to practice for a little while, until you don't "think" anymore
about keeping several processes in parallel until your brain moves this global

process from the
front part of the brain
to the middle, where
it becomes almost
unconscious, like a
reflex. For example
when you sign a
document and you
write your signature,
are you consciously
thinking? No, you are
not. Because you
wrote it so many
times, you just do it
unconsciously. Every
one can easily sign a
document while
listening another
person or while
talking to someone
else.
My opinion (so far
from what I saw in my
students) is that you
can improve your
riding, particularly
timing, separation
and independence of
your aids, without
being on a horse.
This during your recreational time, when you have few minutes, and actually
anywhere (you don't need the drumsticks all the time).
Even when driving your car. I should probably not tell you that. But If you decide to
do it anyway, at your own risk, first avoid to beat a rhythm with your right foot on the
gas pedal and then it could be a good idea to only start when you are waiting for
the green light. Seriously, for example, you could listen to music and use your left
foot (on the floor or foot rest) and beat with both hands on the steering wheel. Why
not? Think about how much time we spend nowadays in our car.
This is certainly a bad example but I'm sure you will find several moments during
your day where you could practice a bit and at the same time improve your riding.

Your horse will thank you later.
Always looking for better ways of teaching
Equestrian Art.
Manuel Trigo
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